Neurodiagnostic Week 2023

Find the following words in the puzzle.
Words are hidden ↑ ↓ → ← and ↖ ↗ ↘ ↙ .

ADVOCACY ALZHEIMERS ANNUALCONFERENCE CE AUTONOMICS BURST SUPPRESSION CEREBELLUM CONTINUOUS CPTCODES
EDUCATION ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM ETIOLOGY EVOKED POTENTIAL GESTATIONAL AGE HIPPOCAMPUS ILAE INTERMITTENT
INTRAOPERATIVE MEMBERSHIP MENINGITIS NERVE CONDUCTION NEUROPATHY NEUROSURGERY PAROXYSMAL PONS
RDA SEIZURE SPIKE SUDEP TBI TILT TABLE TUMOR

ASET
The Neurodiagnostic Society
KEY
red = forward (horizontal & vertical)  blue = backward (horizontal & vertical)